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Background:  Although cardiac CT imaging at 100 kVp reduces radiation dose, patients with higher BMI or body weight are routinely scanned at 
120 kVp to optimize image quality. We hypothesized that evaluation of x-ray attenuation on the CT “scout” film would predict CT image quality and 
noise more accurately than weight or BMI.
Methods:  Consecutive cardiac CT angiograms (N = 106) using 100 or 120 kVp were reviewed. Image quality was graded subjectively (1 [minimal] 
to 4 [significant] image noise) and objectively (standard deviation of the aortic attenuation value). Mean scout film attenuation (120 kVp, 30 mA) 
was measured within a 3cm region of interest across the chest in the frontal x-ray. ROC curve analysis was performed comparing scout attenuation 
versus weight and BMI in predicting CT image noise and quality.
Results:  CT image noise correlated with BMI (r = 0.35; P<0.001), weight (r = 0.27; P=0.03) and the scout film attenuation value (r = 0.52; 
P<0.001). In linear regression models controlling for BMI (or weight) and tube voltage, scout film attenuation was the best predictor of the CT image 
quality (P < 0.001), and increased model fit from 0.19 to 0.38 (P model <0.001). At 120kVp, scout film attenuation most accurately predicted CT 
image noise < 30 HU or subjective quality grade 1 or 2 (AUC 0.87 and 0.81, respectively; Figure).
Conclusion: Scout film attenuation predicts cardiac CT image quality better than weight or BMI and could enable broader application of reduced 
x-ray tube voltage as a radiation sparing technique. 
